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ABSTRACT

In order to study the role that viral persistence may play in chronic central nervous system
(CNS) disease induced by murine coronaviruses, we have used the reverse transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to study viral RNA in the brains of mice after
intracerebral inoculation of JHM virus (JHMV or MHV-4). Quantitative RT-PCR showed
that JHMV RNA decreased from approximately 2 ng/ug total brain RNA at day 6 post
inoculation (PI) to 0.1 pg/ug total brain RNA at 360 days PI. Double-stranded viral RNA
could be detected up to day 20 PI. By the selective use of upstream or downstream
primers during the RT step, it was possible to measure negative sense and positive sense
JHMV RNA respectively, and we found that there was a marked rise in the ratio of
positive to negative sense JHMV RNA after day 13 PI. Analysis of amplified products by
dideoxy DNA sequencing showed that the characteristic mutation of our input virus (at
position 3340 of gene 3) is maintained to at least day 42 PI. Taken together, these results
favor a model of JHMV persistence in vivo in which viral RNA is present as double
stranded forms initially and predominantly as single stranded, positive sense forms at late
timepoints. Further analysis of this model in quantitative terms may contribute to our
understanding of the biological significance of coronavirus persistence in the CNS.

INTRODUCTION

An interesting feature of coronaviruses has been their ability to readily establish
persistent infections. Many elegant studies have demonstrated this phenomenon in vitro
1,2. Also, other investigations have indicated that coronaviruses may persist in vivo as
we1l3-7 , and recent reports have indicated that coronavirus persistence, particularly in the
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CNS, may contribute to human diseases, such as multiple sclerosis8
•
9

• Because of the
important biological questions raised by these findings, as well as their possible relevance
to clinical disorders, there is a need to develop additional systems in which coronavirus
persistence in vivo may be studied experimentally.

In this regard, Lavi and Weiss7 have comprehensively reviewed available
investigations of coronavirus persistence in vivo. Most - but not all - of these reports
indicate that infectious virus can only be isolated transiently after inoculation, while, by
contrast, viral RNA itself appears to be sequestered in tissues for prolonged periods. Despite
these studies, many important questions remain, such as the state of viral RNA during
persistence, specific mutations that may be associated with or permit persistence, and the
biological consequences of persistence. In an initial attempt to answer these questions in a
murine model of coronavirus persistence in the CNS, we have "recovered" and analyzed
viral RNA by the RT-PCR method.

MEmODS AND RESULTS

Mice and Viruses

Unless stated otherwise, six week old male C57BLl6J mice seronegative for MHV
were inoculated with lQ3 plaque forming units (PFU) of JHMV, variant 2.2-V-l,
intracerebrally (Lc.). This variant was selected for resistance to a neutralizing monoclonal
antibody directed against the S protein; we have previously shown that gene 3, coding for
the spike protein of this variant, is identical to that of parental or "wild type" JHMV, except
for a point mutation at nucleotide 3340'°. This variant is attenuated with regard to lethality,
but causes marked demyelination in almost all mice inoculated "; in this respect it resembles
the original (1949) JHMV isolates.

RNA Extraction and RT-PCR

Mice were sacrificed and total brain RNA was isolated using phenol/chloroform
extraction, followed by ethanol precipitation in the presence of 3 Mammonium acetate. Total
brain RNA was then subjected to RT and PCR using JHMV-specific oligonucleotide primers
as indicated. Extensive precautions were taken to avoid contamination, including separate
rooms and pipettes for RNA extraction, RT-PCR preparation, PCR cycling, and product
analysis. The quality of RNA was assured by RT-PCR amplification of {3 actin sequences
(data not shown).

Initial RT-PCR assays utilized primers for JHMV gene 7 (primers AM8 1-2,
nucleotides 672 - 1237). (These primers were used in all assays below, unless stated
otherwise.) Plasmid AM8, containing most of the JHMV nucleocapsid gene sequences, was
generously provided by Dr. Michael Lai and served as a positive control for these assays.
Because of the co-terminal, 3' nested-set structure of coronavirus RNAs, primers AM8 1-2
will recognize all JHMV RNA species. As shown in figure 1, JHMV-specific RNA could
be detected in murine brain as late as 360 days PI. By contrast, infectious virus could not
be detected beyond days 10-12 PI. Assay of non-CNS tissues showed low levels of JHMV
RNA at day 42 PI in liver but not in spleen.

In order to test the generality of these results, MHV RNA was detected at day 42 in
the brains of mice in two further experiments: 1) after i.e. inoculation of C57BLl6J mice
with l(f PFU of MHV A59 or 2) after Lc. inoculation of BALB/cJ mice with 10! PFU of
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Figure 1. JHMV RNA persists in mouse brain for 360 days PI. RC = reagent control and UN =
uninfected mouse. Two mice were studied at one year PI (animals 360 and 360').

JHMV 2.2-V-1. In both cases, infectious virus could not be recovered beyond the period
of acute disease. These results indicate that the phenomenon of CNS persistence of murine
coronavirus RNA does not depend upon a particular strain of mouse or MHV.

Fonn of JHMV RNA Persisting in Mouse Brain

Having shown that MHV RNA persists in the murine CNS for prolonged periods of
time, we next sought to determine in what form the nucleic acid persisted. Initially, DNA
was extracted from the brains of mice 13 days PI and subjected to PCR assay without prior
reverse transcription. No product was obtained in these reactions, indicating that JHMV is
unlikely to persist in DNA form in vivo.

In a further attempt to characterize persisting JHMV nucleic acids, brain RNA
samples from 0 to 20 days PI were treated with RNase A in order to digest single-stranded
RNA prior to RT-PCR. As shown in figure 2, reverse transcription of RNase-treated RNA
was primed with either random hexamer primers, upstream primer (AM8 1, recognizing
negative sense JHMV RNA), or downstream primer (AM8 2, recognizing positive sense
lliMV RNA). The PCRs were then performed with both upstream and downstream primers
(AM8 1-2).
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Figure 2. Assay for double-stranded JHMV RNA, days 4 to 20 PI. MW = molecular weight standards,
and numerals indicate the number of days PI.
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The data shown in Figure 2 indicate that RNase-resistant, double-stranded RNA was
present at day 4 PI and declined to very low levels by day 20 PI. A surprising,
asymmetrical result was the relative predominance of negative-sense RNase-resistant RNA
in this period. Although these results are preliminary, they are consistent with a model
proposed by Sethna and colleaguesl2 to explain similar data obtained during in vitro study
of the replication of transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) replication (please see
discussion).

Using RT primed by either AM8 lor AM8 2primer (no RNase treatment), followed
by PCR using both primers, it was possible to estimate the relative abundances of total
positive and negative sense JHMV species in brain. Preliminary results of these assays
indicate a relative rise in the amount of negative sense RNA present near day 12 PI, the time
of transition from infectious virus to persisting RNA forms. After this period, total JHMV
RNA is predominantly of positive sense.

Quantitative RT-PCR for Persisting JHMV RNA

In order to determine the amount of JHMV-specific RNA that persists in mouse brain
after viral inoculation, a quantitative RT-PCR based on the method of Gilliland et al. 13 was
developed. In this assay, a series of reactions is performed in which varying amounts of
competitor or "false template" RNA is added to aliquots of RNA from an infected brain from
the timepoint to be analyzed. The competitor RNA was transcribed in vitro from a pGEM
(promega) plasmid containing gene 7 sequences (AM8) which are identical to genuine JHMV
sequences, except for the introduction of a Bgi II restriction site in the target region for
amplification. Thus, the amplified products obtained in each RT-PCR depend on the relative
concentration of the two competing template RNAs. The two RT-PCR products may be
distinguished after RT-PCR by digestion with Bgi II.

An important point to emphasize is that each tube in the quantitative RT-PCR serves
as its own control in the sense that both RNA templates are subjected to identical reaction
conditions. Since the concentration of added synthetic RNA in each tube in the series of RT
PCR reactions is known, the tube in which both products are equally abundant indicates the
concentration of viral RNA in a particular infected brain sample.

Our results with quantitative RT-PCR to date indicate that JHMV RNA, as
represented by the AM8 1-2 565 nucleotide amplicon, is present at approximately 2 ng/ug
brain total RNA during acute disease at day 4 PI. (This result is likely to be an overestimate
in absolute terms, since our method of brain RNA isolation using precipitations with high
salt concentrations may selectively favor larger RNA molecules and thus not be entirely
representative of total cellular RNA. Nonetheless, this method does allow accurate
quantification of JHMV RNA at different timepoints in relative terms.) JHMV RNA in brain
fell rapidly at later timepoints, and at day 360 PI JHMV RNA was approximately 0.1 pg/ug
total brain RNA. These results show that JHMV RNA is largely cleared during acute and
subacute disease; nonetheless, a fraction of JHMV RNA does persist at extremely low, but
nonetheless detectible, levels at late timepoints.

Sequence Stability of Persisting JHMV RNA

As indicated above, the JHMV strain used in our studies has a mutation in gene 3
(spike protein) at nucleotide 3340. In order to determine if this mutation, present in our
"input virus", could be found in RNA persisting in vivo, total brain RNA samples from mice
at days 4, 20, and 42 PI were subjected to RT-PCR using gene 3 oligonucleotides which
prime the amplification of a product corresponding to nucleotides 3246 to 3468. This
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product was cloned into pTZl8u plasmid and sequenced by the dideoxy method (Sequenase).
We found that the mutation present in JHMV 2.2-V-l (C to T at nt 3340) is present in brain
RNA extracted from murine brain at day 4 PI; identical results were obtained at days 20 and
42 PI (data not shown). At present, this analysis of RNA sequence stability is being
extended to later timepoints and other regions of the JHMV genome.

DISCUSSION

In the studies above, we have demonstrated a transition from 1) an acute, productive
CNS infection with JHMV to 2) a state in which viral RNA may be detected in the apparent
absence of infectious virus. This experimental paradigm may mimic putative coronavirus
persistence in human diseases, such as multiple sclerosis8

•
9

•

We were able to detect double stranded JHMV RNA forms in the CNS until day 20
PI (Figure 2). This result may imply active replication or transcription of the viral genome.
Analysis of the relative abundances of negative and positive sense species that are detected
in these assays for double stranded forms suggests a replicative species which is similar to
that proposed by Sethna and colleagues" to explain data obtained with TGEV in vitro. In
this model, a replicative intermediate consisting of negative sense template is associated with
multiple nascent positive sense progeny RNAs. Upon digestion with RNase, the entire
negative strand would remain and be amplified by RT-PCR; however, the regions of
protected positive sense RNA would be too small for amplification.

The period from day 12 to 20 PI is likely to be critical in several ways. First,
infectious virus may only be detected until approximately day 12 PI, while double stranded
JHMV RNA is seen until day 20 PI. This suggests a short period of time in which viral
RNA is being actively replicated, but infectious virus is absent. Second, there appears to
be a relative rise in the abundance of total negative sense JHMV RNA near day 12 PI;
thereafter, the predominant species appears to be single stranded positive sense JHMV RNA.
The finding of positive sense RNA predominance at late timepoints is consistent with the
pattern of RNA forms observed in vitro 2 in studies of persistent infection by bovine
coronavirus. Whether these changes in the relative abundances of different JHMV RNA
forms are due to intrinsic viral factors, host cell adaptations, or the influence of the immune
system is at present unknown. Certainly, viruses which have become attenuated with regard
to transcription or translation would be expected to have a selective survival advantage
subacutely, during the period of maximal anti-JHMV immune response.

At late timepoints, viral RNA may be detected in low amounts in the CNS and trace
amounts in the liver. We do not know whether or not there is an interplay of CNS and
systemic compartments during chronic disease; possibly there could be trafficking of very
low levels of infectious virus or of activated immune cells between the CNS and the systemic
compartments in this period.

Also, we do not currently know whether persisting JHMV RNA is of genomic and/or
subgenomic length, since our RT-PCR primers (AM8 1-2) will recognize both. Experiments
are underway to characterize the persisting RNA in this regard. Hofmann and colleagues2

have postulated that subgenomic RNA forms may participate in the establishment of
persistent coronavirus infections in vitro by in effect acting as defective interfering RNAs.
If subgenomic forms predominate in our in vivo system, our findings would be consistent
with this hypothesis.

Persistence of JHMV RNA in vivo does not appear to be limited to the viral isolate
and mouse strain used in the majority of our experiments; that is, similar findings occurred
when MHV A59 or BALB/cJ mice were used. Possibly, the patterns of persistence of viral
RNA in CNS we have demonstrated may characterize the majority of chronic CNS
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coronavirus infections. Further, in studies of the S2 region of gene 3 to date, RNAs
isolated from persistently infected mice appear to have retained their original sequences.
Additional sequencing studies are underway in order to determine if critical mutations in this
or other genes play a role in the establishment or maintenance of JHMV persistence.

The preliminary experiments above demonstrate the feasibility of RT-PCR rescue of
JHMV RNA during chronic CNS disease caused by this virus. We hope that this
experimental system will yield insights into the pathogenesis of JHMV and suggest research
strategies which may be fruitfully applied to human disease.
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